For general right processes η s in a stationary state ν, under fairly weak conditions, it is shown that
Motivation and Summary
Assume that a particle system η s (x), x ∈ Z d , s ≥ 0, gives raise to a scaled field of type First, for an arbitrary but fixed β > 0 and a finite time horizon T , it follows from Lemma 2.1 in Section 2 that
whereṼ ε stands for the function (s, η) → e − β 2 sε κ V ε (sε κ , η) and (G α ) α>0 denotes the strongly continuous contraction resolvent associated with the process (s, η s ) s≥0 on the Hilbert space H = L 2 (ds ⊗ dν) assuming that there exists an invariant state ν of the system (η s ) s≥0 . Notice that (1.3) is valid in the context of general right processes.
The observation is now that in many cases one has the inequality 4) for all α > 0 by abstract theory on resolvents where L s stands for the symmetric part of the generator of the resolvent (G α ) α>0 in H. Second, choosing α = β 2 ε κ and u =Ṽ ε in (1.4) and applying (1.3) yields
where L sym denotes the symmetric part of the generator of the process (η s ) s≥0 in L 2 (ν). The details of how to replace L s by L sym are explained by Lemma 2.8 in Section 2. Remark that applying Kipnis-Varadhan's inequality 1 which is widely used in the context of particle systems would yield
instead of (1.5). But, in the important case where (η s ) s≥0 is a simple one-dimensional exclusion process and ν is the symmetric Bernoulli product measure on {0, 1} Z , the righthand side of the last inequality is infinite for V # (η) = (η(0) − 1/2)(η(1) − 1/2) which is the quadratic part of the normalised current and the most basic quadratic fluctuation. So Kipnis-Varadhan's inequality cannot be used to estimate time integrals of ε-scaled quadratic fluctuations V ε build from V # .
However, the right-hand side of the inequality (1.5) is always finite for bounded measurable functions V ε . Hence, when substituting V G,i ε for V ε , i = 1, . . . , m, this inequality gives a tool for how to show
(1.6)
Remark that replacing
ds in the sense of the above limit is rather weak since the replacement does not hold for every t ∈ [0, T ] but only for an average over t ∈ [0, T ]. Nevertheless, as recently shown in [A2012] , this weak form of a replacement is still sufficient for deriving a meaningful equation which could be used as the limit of (1.2).
Section 2 presents the resolvent method which is based on (1.3),(1.4),(1.5). A detailed proof of the inequality (1.4) is given in a general setting (see Corollary 2.6). The result as such cannot be new. However, the author could not find a reference. The proof is based on a variational formula (see Lemma 2.4) which was also used in the proof of [LQSY2004, Lemma 2.1] but without explicit proof and only in the framework of exclusion processes. The detailed proof is added for completeness and for having a good account on the precise conditions needed.
In Section 3 the resolvent method is applied in the case of √ ε-asymmetric one-dimensional simple exclusion in equilibrium. The field (1.1) of interest is the diffusively scaled density fluctuation field. In the corresponding equation (1.2), A is the one-dimensional Laplacian and the bounded functions V G ε are ε-scaled quadratic fluctuations build from V # introduced above. The key result is Lemma 3.3 which leads to a replacement of the time integrals of these quadratic fluctuations in the sense of (1.6), see Corollary 3.4. Remark that the density fluctuations in √ ε-asymmetric exclusion are related to non-trivial distributions like the Tracy-Widom distribution hence they are a good 'medium' for testing techniques. Proving Lemma 3.3 using a resolvent-type method can be considered to be such a test.
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A Resolvent Method
Let X be a Hausdorff topological space and assume that the Borel-σ-algebra on X is equal to the σ-algebra generated by the set of all continuous functions on X.
Denote by (Ω, F , P η , η ∈ X, (η s ) s≥0 ) a right process with state space X, infinite life time and corresponding filtration F s , s ≥ 0, satisfying the usual conditions (see [S1988] for a good account on general right processes). Assume that there exists a measure ν on X which is an invariant state of this right process and denote by E ν the expectation operator given by the probability measure X P η ν(dη).
Obviously, the pair (s, η s ) s≥0 gives another right process (Ω,
Define the transition semigroup and the resolvent of (s, η s ) s≥0 by
respectively, where V is an arbitary bounded measurable function on [0, ∞) × X. Denote by ℓ the Lebesgue measure on [0, ∞) and notice that ℓ ⊗ν is an excessive measure on [0, ∞) × X with respect to (Ω,
for all non-negative measurable functions V on [0, ∞) × X. As a consequence, see Section IV.2 in [MR1992] for the details, there exists a strongly continuous contraction resolvent
Lemma 2.1 Fix β > 0, let T > 0 be a finite time horizon and consider the process (η cs ) s≥0 time-scaled by a factor c > 0. Then
Proof. Choose a bounded function V in L 2 (ℓ ⊗ ν) and setV (s, η) = V (s/c , η). Then:
Remark 2.2 (i) In the case were V is time independent it easily follows from (2.1) that
because V =V and
(ii) Notice that one cannot apply (i) to the process (s, η s ) s≥0 because ℓ ⊗ ν is not an invariant measure for this process.
The remaining part of this section deals with the problem of estimating the right-hand side of the inequality in Lemma 2.1 by something which is more likely to be computable in an explicit way.
Let (G α ) α>0 be a strongly continuous contraction resolvent on a real Hilbert space H with inner product
The following assumption will play a crucial role in the proof of Lemma 2.4 below.
in the worst case hence there is something to check for this assumption to hold.
Assuming (A1), the symmetric and antisymmetric parts of L given by
is a symmetric, negative definite, densely defined operator. Hence it can be extended (Friedrich's extension for example) to a self-adjoint negative definite operator (L s , D(L s )) on H. Every such extension generates a strongly continuous
Lemma 2.4 Assume (A1) and fix both α > 0 as well as an arbitrary self-adjoint extension of (L s , D 0 ). Then
converges to zero when n → ∞ which is obvious for the first two terms on the right-hand side and follows from
for the last term.
Altogether one obtains that
and it remains to show that
and (2.2) follows.
Remark 2.5 For the proof of (2.2), D 0 only needs to be a core for
Corollary 2.6 If there exists
for every α > 0.
is positive definite and finally one applies Lemma 2.4 in the special case L = L s .
Remark 2.7 Not every perturbation (L, D 0 ) of a symmetric operator (S, D 0 ) has S as its symmetric part on D 0 . An easy example demonstrating this fact will be given in the next section, see Remark 3.1. So one has to be careful when checking the assumptions of Corollary 2.6.
Finally the impact of Corollary 2.6 on the situation described in Lemma 2.1 is discussed.
is the strongly continuous contraction resolvent associated with the right process (s,
) the generator of the strongly continuous contraction resolvent associated with the right process (η s ) s≥0 on L 2 (ν). Corollary 2.6 suggests to develop the inequality given in Lemma 2.1 by using
and one wants to simplify (
* where δ 0 denotes Dirac's delta function. So, under certain conditions onṼ , one should have an equality of the type
where
The following lemma, first, lists sufficient conditions to ensure this and, second, presents the final bound on the left-hand side of the inequality in Lemma 2.1.
Proof. The conditions given in (i) are obvious conditions for L s g(s, η) = [L sym g(s, ·)](η) to be true which indeed proves the claim.
Part (ii) only needs to be proven for V (s, η)1 [0,T ] (s) instead of V (s, η). The method is to approximate V 1 [0,T ] by 'good' functions V n such that the functions g n corresponding to Ṽ n satisfy the conditions of part (i). Going through the proof of Corollary 2.6 but using the conditions of part (i) reveals that one can conclude that
in this specific case where, by part (i), the right-hand side is equal to
for all n by Lemma 2.1. Taking limits when n goes to infinity in the above inequality finally proves part (ii). Notice that the upper limit of the ds-integration can indeed be changed to
Remark 2.9 (i) Taking limits in (2.4) makes clear that the approximation of V 1 [0,T ]
by 'good' functions V n is a standard approximation of a function in L 2 (ℓ ⊗ ν) by in some sense 'smooth' functions and the details are therefore omitted.
(ii) Remember that the left-hand side of (2.3) can be transformed into
as in the proof of Lemma 2.1. However, it is not possible to transform the right-hand side of (2.3) into a similar expression because the resolvent ((α − L s ) −1 ) α>0 is not associated with a process of the form (s, η sym s ) s≥0 . (iii) In the case were V is time independent one can directly apply Corollary 2.6 to the right-hand side of the inequality in Remark 2.2(i) which gives
ν) by approximation. Notice that ν is an invariant measure for the resolvent ((α − L sym ) −1 ) α>0 under the conditions made.
Application to 1-dimensional Simple Exclusion
Fix p, q ≥ 0 such that p + q = 1 and let (Ω, F , P η , η ∈ {0, 1} Z , (η t ) t≥0 ) denote the strong Markov Feller process whose generator L acts on local functions f : {0, 1} Z → R as
where the operation
exchanges the "spins" at x and y. This process is called simple exclusion process, see [L1999] for a good account on the existing theory. Denote by ν 1/2 the Bernoulli product measure on {0, 1} Z satisfying ν 1/2 (η(x) = 1) = 1/2 for all x ∈ Z which is one of the invariant ergodic states of the simple exclusion process. If
where E and Var stand for expectation and variance with respect to P, respectiveley, then the process (ξ t ) t≥0 is a stationary process on (Ω, F , P) which takes values in {−1, 1} Z and the push forward of ν 1/2 with respect to the map
is the invariant distribution of ξ t , t ≥ 0. For Λ ⊆ Z finite, set ξ Λ = x∈Λ ξ(x) if Λ is not empty and ξ ∅ = 1 otherwise. Then, {ξ Λ : Λ ⊆ Z finite} forms an orthonormal basis of L 2 (ν 1/2 ). Hence the linear hull Lin{ξ Λ } of {ξ Λ : Λ ⊆ Z finite} is dense in L 2 (ν 1/2 ). Remark that the operator (L, Lin{ξ Λ }) is closable on L 2 (ν 1/2 ) and that its closure (L, D(L)) generates a Markovian strongly continuous contraction semigroup (T t ) t≥0 on L 2 (ν 1/2 ) which is associated with the transition semigroup of the strong Markov process (Ω, F , P η , η ∈ {0, 1} Z , (η t ) t≥0 ). Furthermore, it follows from (3.1) that
The adjoint operator of (A + , Lin{ξ Λ }) with respect to the inner product on L 2 (ν 1/2 ) is denoted by A * + . Its domain includes Lin{ξ Λ } and, on this subdomain, it is given by
The operator (S, Lin{ξ Λ }) is a symmetric operator on L 2 (ν 1/2 ) satisfying
and |Λ| denotes the cardinality of Λ.
and (S, Lin{ξ Λ }) is of course essentially self-adjoint, its closure being the generator of the symmetric simple exclusion process. Altogether the domain Lin{ξ Λ } satisfies all the conditions imposed on the domain D 0 in Corollary 2.6.
Remark 3.1
The operator (γA + + S, Lin{ξ Λ }) is an easy example of an operator which, when seen as a perturbation of (S, Lin{ξ Λ }) does not have S as its symmetric part on Lin{ξ Λ }.
The example field of type (1.1) discussed in this paper is the density fluctuation field
in the case of √ ε-asymmetric one-dimensional simple exclusion where p and q hence γ depend
As a consequence L, T t , G α and E introduced above are denoted by L ε , T 
Functions of this type are called quadratic fluctuations in this paper, quadratic since its summands are of type ξ Λ with |Λ| = 2 and fluctuations since ξ is (η − 1/2)/ 1/4. Remark that V G ε does not depend on s because of the special choice of ν 1/2 to be the invariant state of the system. However, the choice of a different invariant state would only make the notation more complicated but would not affect the arguments used below.
Furthermore, V 
for all s ≥ 0 and all continuous functions H on R with sufficiently fast decaying tails. Now set
Fixing a finite time horizon T > 0, one wants to estimate
for small ε and large N. So fix ε, N and observe that
for all t ≥ 0 by the Markov property. In what follows,
′′ ∞ is easily realised, one obtains that
The other three integrals in (3.3) are much harder to control. But the following lemma gives bounds for these integrals if T (
for all t ≥ 0, N = 1, 2, . . . , ε > 0 where c 0 is a constant which neither depends on the chosen test function H nor on the mollifier d.
Proof. For showing (i) one splits V
H,1 ε,N into two sums
Applying the Taylor expansion
to the first sum yields
for all x ∈ Z.
Therefore, the sum immediately above (3.5) can be estimated by
which explains the first summand on the right-hand side of (i). The second summand is a bound of the integral on the left-hand side of (i) but with V H,1 ε,N replaced by the fluctuation field given by (3.5). This bound is obtained by copying the proof of Lemma 1 in [A2007] for x 0 = 1 using the equality
The only difference to the proof of Lemma 1 in [A2007] is that, similar to how (3.6) was derived, the sum x∈Z ε|H
The left-hand side of (ii) can be estimated the same way the sum S 1 (t, ε, N) was estimated in the proof of Theorem 1 in [A2007] . Following this proof would give
if H were a test function with compact support. But this implies (ii) because, by our assumption R H(u) du = 0, it holds that | x∈Z εH(εx)| ≤ ε H ′ ∞ by our assumption R H(u) du = 0. Again, as in the proof of part (i) above, the bound c H H ∞ is replaced by
Finally, the inequality (iii) can be established by copying the proof of Theorem 1 in [A2007] with respect to S 6−9 (t, ε, N) for x 0 = 1 and α = 2/3 manipulating the constant c H accordingly.
The next lemma is the key result of this section. It translates the estimates given by Lemma 3.2 into estimates of the summands in (3.2) on page 13 when integrating them against dt over t ∈ [0, T ]. Proof. Choose β = 1 and consider i = 1, 2, 3 first. Then, applying the inequality in Remark 2.9(iii) with respect to c = ε −2 , one obtains that 
